Pittsburgh Cursillo Movement

Fourth Day
From the Lay Director

Spiritual Hibernation? It Happens!
It’s getting near that time when Northerners will basically do
one of three things: 1. Go South; 2. Stay inside; 3. Continue their
routines. There are many reasons for these reactions which leave a
sizable portion of our populace hibernating, unseen for months,
controlled by a “winter life” dictated by fear of ice, snow, cold, and
just perhaps, other drivers.
There’s a “Spiritual Hibernation” which also leaves a sizable
percentage of our Catholic populace unseen for weeks, months,
years, and even lifetimes. This is predicated by two basic fears. The
first is a fear of having to submit to the Father’s Will. The second is
just the opposite of that — the fear of rejection by others who cannot
understand the joy of living in the will of God. Therefore, the action
we see taken so often is hibernation — that is, the hiding from what
would bring ourselves and others to a completion through a union of
our humanity and the divine life which God wishes us in Jesus.
To admit that our lives are spiritual as well as human is the
first step to becoming authentic persons, that is, persons moving to a
fullness in and through Jesus Christ. It is also a reason so many
people pull back
from growing to their
full potential. Acceptance would mean
rejection. And what
is seen, shared,
SPIRITAN CENTER
known, experienced
in Bethel Park
in the here-and-now
is what is maintained
simply out of security.
So even as Jesus
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teaches us of the need to
let go of the things of this
world, we grasp firmly. As
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My dear brothers and sisters in Christ,
This is truly an exciting and blessed
time to be a Cursillista. We who have lived a
Cursillo Weekend and encountered our true
selves and the living Jesus Christ are being
called to action. We are educated, ready and
able to answer the call to share the truth that
we embrace, that is, the Good News of God’s
Love, which is at the foundation of the writings
of Pope Francis, the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops and
our own Bishop David Zubic,
where they challenge all Catholic
Christians to take up the task of
Evangelization. The world we
live in desperately needs to be
enlightened by what we have
already embraced as truth, and
we are the faithful chosen to make that
happen.
This year, 2014, has been a year of
self-reflection and re-examination of the gift of
the Holy Spirit we call Cursillo, our faithfulness
to its charism, and our commitment to its future. We held two wonderful, authentic Weekends where the powerful simplicity of the Three
Days allowed the Holy Spirit to shine through,
unembellished with our well-intentioned additions of the past. With joyful prayer, sacrifice
and God’s grace, 2015 will see us grow not
only in numbers, but in committed dedication to
bringing others to Christ.
As we approach the season of Advent,
a liturgical season of hope and anticipation,
pray and reflect on the hope and anticipation
we are feeling as Cursillistas. With three Cursillo Weekends planned in 2015 for both the
men and the women, consider how you will
respond to them: as a sponsor, team member,
or as a dedicated member of the greater community who will be there to welcome and support the new Cursillistas at the closings and 4 th
Day Welcomes. Are there fellow Cursillistas
you know that have been away for a while, for
whatever reason, that might only need a note
or a phone call from you to come back to us
Continued on page 4

POST-CURSILLO
On Sunday of our weekend, we were told that
the treasure discovered, “The Life of Grace”, would
continue on into our 4th day. Most of us could not
even imagine how we could ever lose that special
relationship with Jesus that we encountered in those
three days.
We were cautioned that once we got home our
environments would be just as we left them. Now,
many months and years later, we look back at our
weekend and wonder what happened? We left on
Sunday ready to change the world. But for some of
us, our world has changed us back to who we were
before our weekend.
If this sounds a bit familiar, think back to that final
talk. Your team provided a guarantee, an insurance
policy for the 4th day; Group Reunion and Ultreya, the chief values of the Cursillo. The Group Reunion and Ultreya are
there to give us support and help us to continue the process of conversion that was nurtured on our weekend. They are
tools and must be used to be effective. The purpose of the Cursillo weekend is to have people ready to make a Group
Reunion and Ultreya, to know the direction we must take as disciples of Jesus.
The Group Reunion is a reunion of friends. We all seek company for any act or activity whether it is simple or profound. We seek to relate to one another, to find an authentic or lasting relationship. Group Reunion is the tool that unites
friends in relationship with each other and with Jesus Christ. In Group Reunion, friends share together on a weekly basis, what they have each lived separately in their own environments that has deepened their relationship with Jesus.
“For where there are two or three gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them.” (Mt 18:20) The thrust
of sharing in the Reunion is to “be” not to do because every member is in the process of becoming. Together members
grow and support their individual walks with Jesus and enrich their personal friendships through Group Reunion.
The Ultreya is the second half of the method. Ultreya is a word of invitation to build community and to “journey beyond while infecting others with the joy of Christ in the different environments of life”. It is a gathering of the Group Reunions where contact is made between brothers and sisters who live and give their life for what is fundamental to being
Christian. It is like an extension of the Group Reunion in that it unites friends with other friends who are striving to live
the life of grace. It provides a safe haven where relationships with Jesus and each other can be shared in an atmosphere of growth and trust. “It encourages living the faith, facilitating
that the best of each person reaches the most people possible
through friendship and personal testimonies, so that each person
Lay Director ……………..…Andi Zientara – 412-761-1044
feels loved, understood, supported and appreciated as a person.”
andizi56@verizon.net
Ultreya is the place where what was said at the Cursillo is lived.
Co-Spiritual Advisor……...Fr Tom Galvin - 412-793-4511
This is a time when our church needs us; when the world needs
stjohnthebaptistparish@comcast.net
us, when our God needs us. We were all given the tools to make a
friend, be a friend and bring a friend to Christ. It is time to remember
Co-Spiritual Advisor…Fr Tom Sparacino – 724-444-1971
the commitment you made on your service sheet at your weekend. It
fathertom@saintrich.org
is time to fan the spark into a flame and get back to basics. We know
School of Leaders ….……..Dan Kubisiak – 724-584-7842
the way. Group Reunion and Ultreya.DeColores!

Secretariat

kuby22000@yahoo.com

PreCursillo …………………..Kay Houston – 412-965-5261
waynkayh308@yahoo.com
Cursillo ……..…….…Wayne Fleckenstein – 412-678-1723
fleckenstein@verizon.net
PostCursillo .…..Al & Lynn Dworakowski – 724-375-4649
allendworakowski@gmail.com
Communications…….……….Patty Joyce – 412-831-1835
pdjoyce1@comcast.net
Treasurer ………….....…….Clyde Werger – 412-213-8150
cawerger@gmail.com
Secretary………………....Wayne Houston – 412-833-3867
waynkayh308@yahoo.com
Newsletter Editor ……………… Jan Held – 412-628-4239
toheldandback@yahoo.com

Al & Lynn Dworakowski
Post-Cursillo

WINTER TEAM FORMATION
As we move to prepare for the upcoming Winter Weekends,
those wishing to be members of the teams should let their intentions be made know to their Ultreya leaders soon. Cursilllistas who
are faithful to Group Reunion but not Ultreya should contact
Wayne Fleckenstein to make their intention known.
Team formationfor the February weekends will begin
Saturday, January 10, at St. John the Baptist Parish in Plum.
Commitment to the entire formation program (probably three
sessions) is essential. Please keep this in mind when considering
team participation. Team Formation for upcoming weekends is:
SPRING WEEKENDS: Saturday, March 14
FALL WEEKENDS:
Saturday, August 15

Remember your weekend?
Remember the anxiety? Remember
the trepidation? Remember…
It continues today. The men
and women of Pittsburgh Cursillo
Weekends 189 and 190 had to work
through those same feelings, trusting
that God would provide what they
were looking for and what God had
planned for them.
God worked! (of course)
And so did the new Cursillistas!

Renewed Enthusiasm
In Cursillo Contagious
This year, 2014, is a very exciting time for Cursillo. We recently
made two more weekends and will be welcoming our new Cursillistas October 12th in their Fourth Day. The support from our community was and
is a beautiful thing. There is no better place to be than with a community
that all are always welcomed, accepted for who they are, prayed with and
for, and helped in their walk to our Lord. There is a renewed enthusiasm
in The Pittsburgh Cursillo and it is becoming contagious.
New Ultreyas have
been formed and I’m sure
you can find one to support
and have it support you. It is
a great place to meet new
friends, become a friend,
and together be friends with
The Lord. It is also a great
place that can help you find
a small group for sharing
your piety, study, and action with others maybe on a more regular basis.
There also have been some changes with the Pittsburgh Cursillo’s Secretariat. The Secretariat is just “ the glue “ that holds our Cursillo together. Some positions have stayed the same and some changed.
Some new members have been invited to serve and I have been blessed
to be one of them. I have been asked to work with our School of Leaders.
As Cursillistas, we are all leaders. We have come to know we can all
take care of “ our own square meter “. We are called to be Christian leaders wherever we are and whatever we do. No more, no less. Our school
at this time does some home study and comes together on a monthly basis to discuss and share what we have learned. Recently we have studied
The New Evangelization- Disciples called to Witness introduced by the
Diocese of Pittsburgh ( a perfect fit with Cursillo ), Cursillistas as agents
of The New Evangelization, and Evangelization Through Friendship. Our
next study will be an in depth look at Our Leaders Prayer we often start
many of our Cursillo functions with and hopefully pray on our own. I’m
inviting you to join us. Borrowing a phrase from the late Fr. Newell, “
Come and add to the quality and quantity “ of our School of Leaders.
Check the pghcursillo.org for details or just give me a call,
cell - 724-584-7842, or an email.
De Colores

Dan Kubisiak (Weekend # 157) – Leaders’ School

PITTSBURGH CURSILLO
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
(SPS = St. Paul Seminary)

November
5 — School of Leaders (SPS)
12 — Healing Mass (Latrobe)
19 — Secretariat (SPS)
December
3 — Healing Mass (Swissvale)
17 — Secretariat (SPS)
January
7 — Home Study
21 — School of Leaders (SPS)
28 — Secretariat (SPS)
February
4 — Home Study
11 — Healing Mass
18 — ASH WEDNESDAY
19-22 — Men’s Weekend
(Spiritan Center)
25 — Secretariat (SPS)
26-Mar. 1 — Women’s Weekend
(Spiritan Center)
NOTE:
Secretariat and School of Leaders
will combine on Nov. 19 as Nov. 25
is Thanksgiving Eve and too many
“preparations” need made.
Also, all priests will be at their
parishes for “We’ll Keep the Light on
For You Reconciliation.” Therefore,
we will again combine gatherings on
Dec. 17 and forego Dec. 24, since it
is Christmas Eve.
Go online to pghcursillo to check our schedule.

From Page 1, Lay Director
And be welcomed with open arms? Are there individuals who you have
considered talking to about making a Cursillo Weekend? Now is the time
to move forward. Now is the time to acknowledge the gift that has been
given to us and to share that gift with others.
Wherever you are in your journey to walk with Jesus Christ and
make His presence real to our world, I ask you to take one step more.
Bring others along with you on that journey. The reality of God’s love and
grace is not meant to be kept to ourselves. It is meant to be shared. It
MUST be shared if it is to truly make a difference in our world. The inscription on our Cursillo crosses clearly states: “Christ is counting on
you.” What will your response be?

Andrea Zientara
Diocesan Lay Director

PRE-CURSI LLO
I lived my Cursillo in April of 1999. It would have been very easy to
say it was a wonderful experience and not pursue it any further. My
sponsor didn't push me to go to Ultreya, and the first meeting I attended, I
felt like I didn't belong. But at that time in my life, I was looking for
“something”. Although it was farther away, I decided to try my sponsor’s
Ultreya for a while. That was probably one of the best decisions I've ever
made.
Cursillo has sort of pushed me to go beyond my comfort zone, and I've
wound up doing many things I thought I'd never do. During the weekend,
when they talked about evangelization, (I pictured going door to door or
standing on a street corner with my Bible) I said, "Not me. I'll never do
that!" Now I have no problem making the sign of the cross and saying
grace wherever I am.
Many of my friends now wait for me to say grace or ask me to pray
before we eat, and I don't hesitate to talk about God and Cursillo any
time the occasion arises, but that's only part of my change. I was a facilitator for a Bible study for five years. I became a
Eucharistic Minister and have lead the School of Leaders for the past
several years, and I am preparing for my new position of Pre-Cursillo on
Secretariat.
I still have many things I need to change. I am trying to be more aware
of the needs of others; I need to be more humble and more aware of
those around me, and I definitely still need to know and be closer to
God. The most important thing is that I don't ever stop trying to know
God better and remember that He is always with me and that I may be
the only Bible some people may ever “read”.
God bless and walk with you always.

New Cursillistas

Men’s Weekend #189

Ronald “Ron” Haradzin
Ronald “Ron” Matviya
Dennis “Denny” O’Connor
Kevin O’Connor
TEAM
Dan Kubisiak, Coordinator
Fr. Tom Galvin, Spiritual Advisor
Allen Dworakowski
Bob Corcoran
Church Heiry
Regis Welsh
Ronald Kocian
Wayne Fleckenstein
Dan Stenger

Women’s Weekend #190
Sister Mary Virginia Ermay
Antoinette Frontino
Patricia Haywood
Mary Joy Lyons
Barbara Marshall
Cathy McGee
Bonnie O’Connor
TEAM
Eileen Schmura, Coordinator
Fr. Tom Galvin, Spiritual Advisor
Andrea Zientara
Anne Perella
Janice Welsh
Mary Fleckenstein
Monica Milsop
Regina Premozic

Kay Houston
Pre-Cursillo

Remember Our Deceased Cursillistas
A Memorial Mass is being planned for the Spring of 2015. Location,
time and date are yet to be determined.
Anyone who knows of a Cursillista who has left us to be with our
Father in Heaven, please provide their name and a line or two of
information to Al & Lynn Dworakowski at allendworaowski@gmail.com.
A list is being compiled for the Memorial Mass.
It is proper that we remember those who went before us in the
Pittsburgh Cursillo, Movement, Evangelizing their Environments with their
love of Jesus Christ and our church.
More information will be forthcoming when details.

CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS
Pittsburgh Cursillo Movement
P.O. Box 213
Wildwood, PA 15091
NEED TO HEAR A VOICE?
Call Patty Joyce
412-831-1835

Cursillo Picnic
The weather couldn’t have been any nicer for the Cursillo
Picnic last month. Thanks to Fr. Tom for providing the
picnic area at his parish, St. John the Baptist in Plum,
and to the Ultreyas that so graciously donated the baskets for the Chinese Auction! The winner of the baskets,
the Godiva Chocolate Basket door prize, donated by
Julie Fleckenstein, and the 50/50 drawing were:
Daria Kubisiak
Denny O'Connor
Tom Schmura
Beth Daley
Barb Marshall
Rege Welsh
Julie Fleckenstein
Door Prize - Mary Lou Carlock
50/50 - Fran Kukowski
(And thanks to Fran for her generous contribution back to
Cursillo.)

Intentional Disciples?
That’s Our M.O.!

pastor for not getting this information to
you and your parishioners.
Dr. Waddell’s presentation
If you didn’t get to attend the
was excellent, and her book is an exrecently diocesan-sponsored workshop cellent read as well. The Secretariat
Intentional Disciples with Sherry
and School of Leaders will be developWaddell, be prepared as you’ll hear
ing either a workshop or use a few of
much more about forming Intentional
the School of Leaders evenings for
Disciples.
review of her book (Forming IntenIf you’ve not heard anything
tional Disciples) in the near future.
about this, then it’s either shame on
I looked at a few Cursillistas
you for not paying attention, reading
and we laughed. I saw a woman’s lips
your parish bulletin, or ignoring the
mouth “It’s Cursillo!” And it is. But as
Pittsburgh Catholic and simply stackwe learned, Cursillo is more!
ing it on a pile (unread) with other
Dr. Waddell’s approach is anpapers to be used as fire starters this
other tool for us in our evangelization
winter — or — shame on your
efforts. She brings an awareness to us

of “the other” — the other person’s
situation in his or her faith. She reminds us about many things, most
importantly, that we’re not all on the
same page concerning faith, and that
most adults really do not know God.
She gives us a tool, not another program that comes and goes.
You can go online and purchase her
book at a cheaper rate than the bookstore. Get the workbook also.
“It’s Cursillo!” It is. Cursillo is to
form disciples intent on making friends,
being friends, and bringing friends to
Christ. Straight, honest talk smothered
in the absolute love of Jesus for “the
other.”
— Fr. Tom

SPRING WEEKENDS

FALL WEEKENDS

MEN: APRIL 23-26, 2015
WOMEN: MAY 14-17, 2015

MEN: SEPT. 24-27, 2015
WOMEN: OCT. 29-NOV. 1, ‘15

APPLICATION REMINDER:

“Hibernation” cont. from Page 1
he calls us to “Come and See,” so often
people retreat. At best, we come and see
(and usually like what we see), but won’t
hear the second part of Jesus’ expectation, “Go, teach, baptize (sanctify).” It is
too much for too many.
As Cursillistas having spent our
time in preparation, in prayer, and study,
we are called to reject what others
accept — the “Spiritual Hibernation” of
our world, the safety of “fitting the mold”
and security of “being one of the many.”
Too many in the world fear the Father’s
will and live in a deafness in mind, heart
and soul. They tragically succumb to a
very real adult peer pressure. The love
they know will never become the love of
the Father’s will, of the life of Jesus.
They will remain satisfied knowing about
Jesus but never come to “know” Him.
When I overcame the fear of
rejection and accepted the Father’s will
which led to the priesthood, I found that
joy. I also lost “friends”, never to be seen
again. Rejection is real. But to move to
“Spiritual Hibernation,” is not authentic
and leaves us hungry and dry.
We already possess everything
needed for personal transformation of
our life. The Father’s will comes with the
fulfillment of Jesus Christ’s promise to be
with us always. It also comes with a
powerful love called the Holy Spirit — the
divine life that, when given permission,
moves us into doing the works of Jesus,
fulfilling the Father’s will. It is grace.
As we move into these winter
months, they are not reason to slow our
cause for sainthood. Christmas nears. A
gift has already been given, received,
opened. Let us resolve to use the gift
that can warm the heart and life of many
we know, even ourselves. The fire of the
Spirit can do this.
Love and prayers,

Fr. Tom Galvin
Co-Spiritual Advisor, Pittsburgh Cursillo

Applications for the Weekends should be sent in AS THEY ARE
RECEIVED, and not held until the Weekends approach. All applicants are
notified by mail well in advance of Weekend dates so they can arrange to
attend!
Send applications to (through December 15):
Kay Houston
747 Ravenswood Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15202
Any questions, ask your Ultreya Coordinator or contact Kay: 412-965-5231
email waynkayh308@yahoo.com
Send applications to (December 15 through March):
Patty Joyce
1 Dorchester Drive, Apt. 503
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241
email pdjoyce1@comcast.net
or call her at 412-831-1835

PITTSBURGH CURSILLO ULTREYAS (March 26, 2014)
ALLEGHENY VALLEY

SOUTH HILLS

Peg Heiry
25 Werner Camp Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
godiva12@verizon.net
Meeting at Our Lady of Victory Parish
Harwick
2nd Tuesday after 12:00PM Mass

Chuck Heiry
246 Meadowfield Lane
Jefferson Hills, PA 15025
412-655-3462
heirycf@comcast.net
Meeting at St. Winifred Parish
Mt. Lebanon
2nd & 4th Monday at 7:30PM

BUTLER
Ron Kocian
682 Cherry Road
Chicora, PA 16025
inaron@penn.com
Meeting at St. Peter Parish
Butler
4th Monday at 7:00PM

CITY NORTH
Clyde Werger
4700 Roland Road
Allison Park, PA 15101
412-486-5702
cawerger@gmail.com
Presently meet at Mt. Nazareth
(Sr. Flo’s Office)
1st & 3rd Monday 7:30PM

SOUTH CENTRAL
Erma Woolaghan
3513 West Run Road
Homestead, PA 15120
412-461-1332
ewoolaghan@verizon.net
Meeting @ Corpus Christi Parish
McKeesport
2nd & 4th Thursday at 7:30

SOUTHWEST BUTLER
Dan Kubisak
110 Persimmon Place
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
724-776-5363
kuby22000@yahoo.com
Meeting at St. Ferdinand Parish
Cranberry Township
1st Monday at 7:30PM

TRES RIOS
Jim Obman
4023 Dublane Court
Murraysville, PA 15668
412-327-0303
jimobman@windstream.net
Meeting at St. Bernadette Parish
Monroeville
2nd & 4th Tuesday at 1:30PM

ULTREYAS NEEDING TO
BE RE-ESTABLISHED
NEW CASTLE
NORTH HILLS
WASHINGTON COUNTY

